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the stm32 stm32 flasher-stm32 is a free software utility from stmicroelectronics, which runs on
microsoft oss and communicates through the rs232 with the stm32 system memory bootloader. to
get an example of how to execute the device bootloader, refer to the stm32 microcontroller system
memory boot mode application note (an2606). to get information about the usart protocol used in
the stm32 bootloader, refer to the usart protocol used in the stm32 bootloader application note
(an3155). the stm32 flasher-stm32 is a free software utility from stmicroelectronics, which runs on
microsoft oss and communicates through the rs232 with the stm32 system memory bootloader. to
get an example of how to execute the device bootloader, refer to the stm32 microcontroller system
memory boot mode application note (an2606). to get information about the usart protocol used in
the stm32 bootloader, refer to the usart protocol used in the stm32 bootloader application note
(an3155). in march 2008, stmicroelectronics software delivery services (sds), together with stm32
microcontrollers developers and users, released a software for the demonstration of the flasher
software, such as stm32f407x to be used with stm32f407 microcontroller from st microelectronics.
the software is distributed in the main distribution of stm32 software, including stm32
microcontroller packages and tools. download the flasher-stm32 and unzip it in the desktop folder.
click on "stm32f407 bootloader when you click on set model button. this free and open source code
can be used with any stm32 microcontroller which supports the dnp or dap bootloader. loading the
microcontroller microcontroller in bootloader mode is a way to program the microcontroller into an
application and exploit it as a real microcontroller. to deploy the microcontroller as a real device,
programs the microcontroller into normal operation.
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